2004 chevy cavalier instrument cluster

They're often left in the dark when it comes to knowing how fast they're going, what their engine
temperature is, or even how much fuel they have left in the tank. The likely culprit is a series of
bad "stepper motors" which control the gauges and are no longer covered under warranty.
Think not being able to see your speed is a safety issue and should be recalled for all owners?
We'd agree. Gas gauge and temperature gauge have both stopped working. The gas gauge does
not work at all and the temperature gauge shows it the vehicle is overheating even with the car
is not running. Instrument cluster is unreliable since 87, miles, now has over , miles ,
speedometer finally stopped working completely as has fuel gauge about that time. NOTE 1:
New catalytic converter approx 3 years ago, at about , miles, so I am assuming that isn't the
problem. NOTE 2: Computer tests shows no problems whatsoever. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Cavalier problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. NOTE 3: Mechanically this has been a very reliable car.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. See the Back
button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint?
Temperature gauge has flipped and is blocking my speedometer needle from reading correctly.
Add Complaint. Speedometer reads incorrect speed and fails. It is very dangerous not knowing
how fast you are going, I received a speeding ticket as a result. I replaced the instrument cluster
with one from a junk yard. The problem is temporarily fixed. There are many other people with
the same issue. It started around 5 months ago it says your going mph when only going 30
mph. Now it all over the place and the tach doesn't always work right either so you cant go by
that. It is very dangerous trying to guess your speed. I have looked all over the internet only to
find many people having the same problem. Chevy should have a recall if someone freaks out
on a highway alot of people could really get hurt or even killed. Im sure if someone from Chevy
teenager had a cav doing this or got hurt because of this something would be done. Please do
something to get this fixed. It doesn't seem to be a big issue but when people get hurt then it
will be.. The RPM and the mph gauge are not working. The speedometer does not work properly.
I once started it after it had been sitting in a hot parking lot for 8 hours and the needle was
maxed out again, before it was even shifted out of park. I have read that this problem has been
experienced by many people with Chevy Cavaliers not just model. It can be reset the
speedometer once the car cools off but when you are driving and have no idea what speed you
are going it is a major problem that needs to be corrected by Chevy. Instrument cluster on
Chevy Cavalier just goes haywire this is a safety concern. Why was there no recall. Faulty
motors were put in. Gauges in car is not working. Read on your site there is another 65 people
who have the same problem. Instrument cluster on my Chevrolet Cavalier started
malfunctioning in late December First the gas gauge stop working, then the temperature gauge
beacuse the gas gauge interfered. Now July 10 The speedometer has also stopped functioning
properly because the temperature gauge interfered with it. This is very dangerous. I emailed GM
but no response. Not fair at all, this should be a recall by GM because of the safety issue. On
June 15, my entire cluster gauge started acting funny. I did some research to find out I was not
the only one who owner a Cavalier and the gauges go all haywire. I feel this is a safety concern
and should be reviewed. At about 50, miles the tachometer on the dashboard cluster began to
fail, becoming wildly uncalibrated and showing RPM well above actual. This was followed by the
speedometer suffering the same defect. When driving, stopped, in park, or even engine off, the
speedometer will read inaccurate: 30mph, 90mph, sometimes pinned degrees off the gauge. A
quick temporary fix is, while the car is off, to remove the dash cluster fuse and reinsert it, which
resets all the gauges at 0. Recently at about 60, miles the speedometer has also randomly
begun to report speeds well below actual speed. The instrument cluster on my Chevrolet
Cavalier has failed to operate properly. Speedometer and gas gauge and RPM gauge not
working correctly. This has been happening for probably 3 years. Started here and there and
now, my speedometer it never working. Each day is different. Sometimes it will start on 35 mph
and I can easily calculate my speed for about a half hour until it gets stuck. Other days it won't
move at all. I never know how fast I am going. Also, gas gauge doesn't work, thank god my gas
light does. One time Firestone tried to fix it, and it worked for about 3 days, the it was messed
up again. It used to only happen in extreme hot or cold weather conditions, but now it happens
daily. I have a Chevy Cavalier and recently the speedometer has just stopped working.
Sometimes it decides to work due to weather conditions, but most likely it is on 80mph when im
doing 20mph or it just sits at the bottom all together. I was about to have a mechanic fix my car
and I did some online research. I found a website with 33 additional complaints with the same
issue with a Chevy Cavalier My temperature gauge overextended clockwise past the maximum

temp thresh hold until the needle was pointing directly right toward psgr. The tip of the needle,
being stuck in that position, physically blocked the speedometer needle from going any higher
than 10 mph. Eventually the speedometer just failed, the temperature gauge still continued to
not work, and approximately 1 month after that the gas gauge failed as well that needle is all
over the place. The only gauge in the cluster that is working is the tachometer. This seems to be
a popular defect for this car, as I have read many others-same problem. My car is a Chevrolet
Cavalier and has less than 25, miles and has been taken excellent care of and now I'm afraid to
drive it out of town. This problem needs to be a recall from GM. Very unhappy. My Chevrolet
Cavalier has instrument cluster issues. The speedometer, tachometer, fuel and temperature
gauges do not work properly. I have read many post from Cavalier owners with the same
problem. It is a safety issue since I cannot tell how fast I am going. Gauge cluster not reading
correctly on and off on Chevrolet Cavalier. Speedometer stopped working. The gauges on my
Cavalier are all messed up. Sometimes the only gage that works are my RPM gauges. All the
other gauges: The gas gage, the thermometer gauges and the mph gage never work right. I
can't tell how fast I am going, how much gas is in the car or if it's going to overheat on me or
not. It will not reset. This has been going on for two years. The contact owns a Chevrolet
Cavalier. She stated that the entire instrument panel would fail intermittently. The dealer was
contacted and advised that the cluster, a fuse or the wiring could be faulty. The vehicle has not
been taken into the dealer to be diagnosed. No repairs made to date. The failure mileage was 12,
and the current mileage was , Cannot find a standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote.
Your item is repaired and shipped back the same day it arrives in our facility compared to our
standard 1-business day turnaround, which ships the next business day Monday - Friday. We
take the guesswork out of choosing the correct part number. Please provide VIN to ensure
proper fitment. Our return label includes free pick-up from FedEx which you can schedule
online for your convenience. Is your , , , , , or Chevrolet Cavalier instrument cluster gauges and
or backlighting no longer working correctly? If so, we offer a repair service that will restore your
Cavalier's instrument cluster gauges and backlighting to "better than new. Start the repair
process today by clicking the "Place Your Repair Order" button above and proceed through the
checkout process. Please give us a call if you have any questions. At Circuit Board Medics, our
focus is on excellent communication, fast turnaround, and quality repairs. One key to achieving
these goals is ensuring that we have customers' contact information and payment before
beginning any repair order. Watch our video to learn more about how our repair process works
and how we can help to get your vehicle or appliance back up and running quickly. Disclaimer:
We are not responsible for lost, delayed, or non-repaired items shipped to our facility without an
order number. Our no-hassle warranty covers your repair for a full year. If the repair fails
anytime within a year, we will repair the item again. In the rare occasion that the item is not
repairable, we will either replace the circuit board entirely or refund the cost of the repair, at our
discretion. See Details At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue
instead of merely replacing parts. The end result is a refurbished component with increased
longevity and lower cost. Learn More. Have a question? Not finding what you are looking for?
Feel free to contact us and a representative will be in touch shortly. We also do custom repairs.
Let us know more about your unique need and we'll provide an estimate for your custom repair.
Privacy Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to all carriers
experiencing weather delays, we are unable to refund for shipments delayed due to weather.
Please call with any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. Click to enlarge.
Upgrade to Same Day Turnaround:. Buy in bulk and save. Product Repair Description Is your , , ,
, , or Chevrolet Cavalier instrument cluster gauges and or backlighting no longer working
correctly? Common issues that our repair resolves : Backlighting is no longer working
Individual gauges such as the speedometer, tachometer, fuel, or the engine temperature gauge
no longer work or are no longer accurate. Warranty Top of Page Warranty Our no-hassle
warranty covers your repair for a full year. About Us At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct
the root cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts. Certified Technicians. Ask Us A
Question. Custom Repair? Get A Quote. They're often left in the dark when it comes to knowing
how fast they're going, what their engine temperature is, or even how much fuel they have left in
the tank. The likely culprit is a series of bad "stepper motors" which control the gauges and are
no longer covered under warranty. Think not being able to see your speed is a safety issue and
should be recalled for all owners? We'd agree. We bought this car used with 43, miles on it.
About a year after purchase the gauges that measures car temperature quit moving. A few
months after that the RPM gauge started malfunctioning showing obviously wrong readings and
eventually stopped all together. Now the speedometer doesn't move at all. The gas gauge is still
fairly accurate, but every now and then after filling the gauge goes so far to the left as if the tank
is extra full that it would interfere with the other gauges if they worked. Since that is a little less

than half of what the car is worth and too expensive for us we did not get it fixed. However, this
can be a very dangerous issue, I think, since you can't know how fast you are going or how hot
your engine is until it's noticeably on fire. Please address this Chevy! Bought this '04 Chev
Cavalier 4 door automatic in '05 with 25, miles. Fuel pump went out at about , miles that's
average , been fine since, gauges acting up last 2 years, getting worse. It's like a electrical
gremlin. Gauges go on and off. Idiot lights flash on and off. Turn on the A. C and cruise control
stops. Headlights go on and off. Radio comes on for NO reason!!!!!!!!!!!! Driving me crazy. My
gauges either stopped moving all together OR work randomly It's so annoying not knowing my
speed, temperature, gas level etc They stopped working one by one and sometimes don't move
at all. Other times they won't go back to the starting position when the car is turned off, which
makes it a pain in the ass when I get in How much gas do I have? How fast am I going? Will I
overheat??? Recall it already! Just irritated that so many people have this issue and it's not
been addressed, as far as I know? Started with the speedometer, disconnecting the battery
worked once, now it's never correct. Then went into my temperature gauge, and fuel. Only
accurate one now "some of the time" is my rpms. Would be nice to KNOW for sure what speed
i'm going. As I drive a route every night it is extremely difficult for me to get my car into the
shop and back out in time to use it again. It keeps me in kind of a vicious cycle as driving
through 5 small towns I need to have my gauges correct to avoid speeding, and over heating. I
rael hate it.. Speedometer stopped functioning, followed by all other gauges. Now none of them
work. I have been told the instrument panel needs replaced, approx dollars total. I am not
putting that much more money into this car. I have already had numerous electrical problems.
Time to drive it 'til it stops Honestly, with this many complaints about the same issue with the
same model of car It's a dangerous problem if my speedometer and my temp gauge are not
working If they know this is a problem they should offer some kind of assistance to rectify the
issue. I'm really upset. I bought this car used for my daughter to take to college. My first
complaint is in regard to the transmission fluid. I taught her how to check her fluids, then we
find out on this car the owner isn't able to check tranny fluid. Why build a car that simple
maintenance cannot be performed? We took it to have the oil change and asked the mechanic
to check the tranny fluid. Next are the gauges I thought we had an isolated issue, but after
reading this apparently not. NONE of them are working. This should definitely be a recall. I'm
having the exact same problem as everyone else and this is bullshit. The car runs well but all of
the equipment needs to work. The fact that this is not a recall just show how much the
consumer is really valued. So much for American manufacturers standing behind their product.
I'm going to call and bitch to somebody regardless of the result-somebody should feel the pain!
Gauges are malfunctioning Speedo, Tach, etc. What a pain. Can't even tell how fast I'm going.
Bought the cavalier for the wife. The entire dash assymble went out. No speedo, temp. Chevy
needs to get on the ball and fix the problem!!!!!!!!!!!!! I drive a FORD, thank god Will never buy
another Chevy. I have a serious problem with my dashboard gauges in my Chevrolet Cavalier,I
have read the other complaints from owners of Cavalier Chevrolet. And we all have the same
problem with our gauges not working correctly. If it hasn't been a recall on this problem it
should be. We as Chevrolet Cavalier owners need to rally together and do something about this!
I think the normal wear and tear of a car is expected,but when you buy something and it is
defected or just not right you should be compensated or it should be made right. The
speedometer stayed on zero. When I started the car again, it registered. I just bought this car.
My gas gauge, speedometer, heating gauge, tac, all go haywire whenever they feel like it. I never
know if I'm driving the right speed limit, if I am on empty, or if my car if over heating. It's a real
pain. My temp gauge will not reset back to the level 0. It moves into the speedometer and
cuases it not to read correctly. I have read all the other problems with this and agree it should
be a recall. I wonder what it would take to become a recall. I'm thinking about drilling a whole in
the plastic cover over it and inserting a nail to stop the needle from entering the speedometer
gauge range. It seems GM should have thought of that as well, a lot of cars have a stop needle
installed in the dash, or maybe they should have just went with a different manufacturer for the
cluster. If I replace it am I going to have the same issue with the new one??? This Chevy
Cavalier has been just awful. The gas gauge has not worked forever and now the speedometer
doesn't work. I try to buy American but realize now why some people go the other route. This
car is a piece of garbage. I can not believe that an american made car was made with this much
negligence. I will never buy a Chevy again, no matter what the make. I am disgusted. I can't
believe that so many people have the same problem that i do. And not just the speedometer
don't work, but the RPM
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and everthing else the gas one, the temp. It is pretty annoying. The temperature gauge is
jacked. It pegs out all the way over into the speedometer area. I've measured the temperature
and it's normal. If I turn the ignition off and on several times I can get it to go back to normal a
little at a time but then it'll just do it again tomorrow. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Most Common Solutions: not sure 24 reports chevy should issue a recall 20 reports new
instrument cluster 13 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Cavalier problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Gas gauge always show empty. Even after a fill-up the
needle never moves. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

